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EURO® CLASSIC
AVAILABLE SIZES

Euro® Classic 400 x 400 x 40

40

Euro® Classic Pavers - European style in your home

400

Adbri Masonry’s Euro® Classic pavers are the premium solution to any
residential landscaping application. These high quality pavers are made in a
state of the art manufacturing facility and feature a traditional pressed smooth
surface finish. These superior pavers are hardwearing, practical and easy to lay
making them a perfect solution for residential paving projects. Euro® Classic
pavers are available in a variety of natural colours which will compliment
external paints, render and roofing. If you demand the best for your home then
choose the premium paving solution, Euro® Classic, by Adbri Masonry.
Features and benefits
- Vibrant array of natural colours.
- Manufactured in a mould – all pavers will be the same weight, size, height and
shape, making them easier to lay.
- Product is highly compressed during production making the product stronger
and more resilient to salt attack, water absorption and surface damage such as
chipping and spalling.
- Feature a traditional pressed, smooth surface texture, making them perfect
for a wide variety of applications.
- Manufactured as a premium paver, tested in our state of the art NATA certified
laboratory for performance against slipping, salt attack, efflorescence and
breaking load.
- Available in Sharknose for pool surrounds

Euro® Classic London 400 x 400

400
Euro® Classic Sharknose 400 x 400 x 40

40

400

400

SUITABLE FOR
Suitable for garden steps

Suitable for pool surrounds

Low slip risk

Suitable for pedestrians pathways - patios - courtyards

COLOUR OPTIONS

Cyprus

Athens

London

Prague

* Whilst these swatches provide a good indication of the products colour, you should always
sight product samples before use. Due to natural variations in aggregates, colours may vary.

Euro® Classic

No. per

Av. kg per unit

No. per pallet

Unsealed slip resistance

Standard Edges

400 x 400 x 40

6.25 m2

14.5

108

Bevelled Edge

Sharknose 400 x 400 x 40

2.5 L/m

14.42

108

Very low risk of slipping
on surface when wet
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